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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to present a model of trust computation
being defined by means of the context of user’s interests and degrees of
direct interaction among peers. A dynamic structure of social network
based on a hierarchy of peers into k-layer neighbors w.r.t. a given source
peer is investigated. We introduce a similarity measure being constructed
from the space of vectors of users’ interests. Up on the location of a
target peer w.r.t. the hierarchy, we propose methods of estimating trust
values via propagation as well as the similarity. Some classes of functions
for supporting the computation of trust values in these cases are also
considered.

1

Introduction

In the common life, human beings make decision based on reliability among
partners in communities via connections with each others. Trust is a reliability
which a peer has on his own partner for sharing knowledge or coordinating.
It has been investigated from various viewpoints and the context based trust
has been a increasing research topic in computer science ([4] [5] [6] [8] [10]
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[11] [12] [14] [15]). Although discovering user’s interests has attracted several
researches, considering a combination of user’s interests and interaction degrees
among peers for estimating trust values has not been investigated strictly.
The purpose of this work is ﬁrst to develop a computational trust model
based on a combination of peers’ interest degrees and their interaction with
other peers. Second, we consider a similarity measure of users from representation in vectors of their interests. And then from a hierarchical structure with
k-level neighbors of social network, we construct a computational model of
trust with propagation along paths and especially with the proposed similarity
for ”∞-friend” peers. The contributions of our work are as follows:
• Describe a model for estimating topic trust values as a function of users
interests and degrees of direct interaction among peers;
• Present the hierarchy structure of peers according to their neighbors in
a directed graph for propagation computation;
• Propose a similarity measure of peers based on vectors of their interests
in topics. And then construct a topic trust as a function of similar degrees
and topic trust values deﬁned via propagation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some
concepts and deﬁnition of a social structure based on hierarchy. Section 3 is
devoted to deﬁning topic trust and functions for estimating trust values via
propagation. Section 4 presents a similarity measure based on vectors of user’s
interests and then investigates functions of trust computation. An algorithm
for estimating topic trust values based on similarity is also described. Section
5 is conclusions.

2

Hierarchy based Social Structure

2.1

Notations

This subsection presents some deﬁnitions and notations being used in the rest
of this paper.
• Each user in social media may be considered as an autonomous entity in
a system. Let U = {u1 , . . . , um } be a set of users or commonly called
peers. These terms are used interchangeably in this paper. A peer needs
to evaluate another peer on reliability, then the former one is called a
source peer or truster and the latter one is called a sink peer or trustee;
• Let Iij be a set of all interactions or connections between ui and uj ; Iij 
be the number of such interactions. Each interaction between users ui and
uj is a transaction at an instant time, which occurs when ui dispatches
to its wall, i.e. to uj , a message such as post, comment, like, opinions
etc;
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• Entry is a brief piece of information dispatched from some user ui to
make a description or information/idea/opinions on an item such as a
paper, a book, a ﬁlm etc. We suppose that when a user is interested
in some item of topic t, he is willing to dispatch an entry on it. From
these entries, we can construct a classiﬁcation of all them according to
topics. There are various techniques for such a classiﬁcation (Refer to [2]
for more detail). Suppose that T = {t1 , · · · , tn } is a set of such topics.
We denote classifier(Entries, T opic) the function for classifying entries
into classes.

2.2

Hierarchy Structure based on Neighbors

The section presents a concept of layer that is useful for considering propagation computation and similarity in the next section. In the following, we will
formalize the concept of levels based on neighbors of peers. If ui has some
direct interaction with uj , then uj is called a neighbor of layer 1 or 1-layer
neighbor of ui . We make convention that that 0-layer of ui is ui . The concept
of k-layer neighbor of ui is deﬁned recursively as follows.
Definition 2.1. Given a peer ui . A peer uj is a k-layer neighbor or k-neighbor
of ui (k ≥ 2) iﬀ two following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) uj has no direct interaction from any peer of l-neighbor of ui , for all
l ≤ k−2
(ii) There is at least a peer of (k-1)-neighbor of ui , which has some direct
connection with uj .
Denote Lki for all k ≥ 1 to be a set of k-neighbors of ui . It is easy to prove
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Given a source peer ui . Then there exists a number ni such
that L1i . . . , Lni i are k-neighbors of ui and satisfy the following conditions:
(i) For every v ∈ Lki (k = 2, . . . , ni ), v not being interacted directly with any
k−2 l
one in ∪l=0
Li .
l
(ii) Lki ∩ (∪k−1
l=0 Li ) = ∅, for all k ≥ 1.

Thus, we have a taxonomy of neighbors of ui and L1i . . . , Lni i is then called a
taxonomy or a hierarchy of neighbors of ui . Estimation of trust value of a source
peer on a sink peer depends on whether the sink one belongs to taxonomy w.r.t
the source. When a sink peer belonging to the hierarchy, the trust estimation
on it is based on propagation. Whereas it is not of the hierarchy, computation
is performed via its similarity with the other ones in some layer. A sink peer
which is not of the hierarchy of a source peer is called its ∞ − friend. We have
the following deﬁnition.
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Definition 2.3. A peer uj is called a p-friend w.r.t. a taxonomy of a source
peer ui iﬀ uj ∈ Lpi for all p = 1, . . . , ni .
Definition 2.4. A peer uj is called a ∞-friend w.r.t. a taxonomy of a source
peer ui iﬀ uj ∈
/ Lki for all k = 1, . . . , ni .
Definition 2.5. Given two peers ui and uj . A path p(i, j) connects two peers
if there exists a sequence of peers uk (k = 1, . . . , q) having connection in couple
with each others: ui connects with u1 , u1 connects with u2 , . . . , uq connects with
uj . Denote Φ(i, j) be a set of all paths p(i, j) connecting ui and uj .
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6. Given a source peer ui . Suppose that uj is a p-friend of ui .
There always exists a path p(i, j) connecting ui and uj .
Our problem is how to estimate topic trust values in three cases: (i) There
is a direct interaction among ui and uj ; (ii) There is no any direct interaction
between truster ui and trustee uj but there exists a path p(i, j) connecting ui
and uj ; (ii) There is no path connecting ui and uj , it means that uj is a ∞-friend
w.r.t ui . The detail of the topic trust model and techniques of computation
based on propagation as well as similarity to deal with the problem will be
presented in the next sections.

3

Modeling Trust based on Topics and Propagation Computation

This section presents an updated version of the model of topic trust and propagation functions investigated by ourselves [12].

3.1

Modeling User’s Interest and Similarity

Definition 3.1. Suppose that nti is the number of entries in some topic t ∈ T a
user ui ∈ U has dispatched. Then the interest degree of ui on topic t is deﬁned
by the following formula
⎞
⎛
interesttopic (i, t) =

nti
1⎜
nti ⎟
⎟
⎜

+
⎠
2⎝
nli
ntk
l∈T

(3.1)

uk ∈U

Thus, each peer ui is deﬁned as a vector of interests on various topics.
Definition 3.2. Degrees of user’s interests on all topics is deﬁned as a vector
ui = (u1i , . . . , uni )

(3.2)

in which uki is the interest degree of user ui in topics tk ∈ T (k = 1, . . . , n).
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Definition 3.3. Similar degree of two peers ui and uj is deﬁned as a cosine
similarity of two vectors ui and uj
sim(ui , uj ) =

ui · uj
ui  × uj 

(3.3)

in which · is the scalar product, × is the usual multiple operation and v is
the usual length of vector.

3.2

Definition of Topic Trust

Based on direct interaction among peers, we can deﬁne trust degree among
peers being named experience trust as follows.
Definition 3.4. Experience trust of peer ui on peer uj , denoted trustexp (i, j),
is deﬁned by the formula
trustexp (i, j) =

Iij 
n
k=1,k=i Iik 

(3.4)

where Iik  is the number of connections ui has performed with each uk .
The problem is how to compute topic trustworthiness a source peer may
rely on some sink peer in both cases with and without direct interaction.
Definition 3.5. A topic trust a source peer ui has on a sink peer uj of t is a
function trusttopic : U × U × T → [0, 1], in which [0, 1] is an unit interval of the
real numbers. The value trusttopic (i, j, t) = utij means that ui (truster) trusts
uj (trustee) of topic t w.r.t. the degree utij .
Note that the trust value utij depends both on interest degrees on topic t
being obtained from j deﬁned in (3.1) and experience trust degree on j computed in (3.4). It means that the topic trustworthy values are deﬁned via a
function of two variables: interest degrees and experience trust.
We now proceed to deﬁne such classes of functions, which are named experience topic trust function or brieﬂy expeto function. Note that Deﬁnition 3.5
includes an implicit tuition that: (i) the more a peer relies on an opponent,
the higher trustworthiness on some topic is; (ii) the higher interest degree of
a peer on a topic t is, the more trust on him should be assigned. Thus, espeto functions must be monotonic w.r.t. two variables. We have the following
deﬁnition.
Definition 3.6. A function f : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is an experience topic
trust function or expeto one iﬀ it is monotone w.r.t. each variable.
It is easy to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7. The following functions are expeto ones:
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(i) f : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is deﬁned by the formula f(x, y) = x × y, where
× is the usual multiplication;
(ii) f : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is deﬁned by the formula f(x, y) = ex×y , where
ex×y is the usual exponential function;
Based on the class of expeto functions, we have the following deﬁnition of
experience topic trust.
Definition 3.8. Suppose that trustexp (i, j) is the experience trust of ui on
uj and interesttopic (j, t) is the interest degree of uj on the topic t. Then the
experience topic trust of ui on uj of topic t is deﬁned by the following formula:
exp
t
trustexp
topic (i, j, t) = fexpeto(uij , uj )

(3.5)

exp
where uexp
(i, j), utj = interesttopic (j, t) and fexpeto : [0, 1] × [0, 1] →
ij = trust
[0, 1] is an expeto function.

3.3

Propagation based Topic Trust

Based on the taxonomy presented in Section 2, we may estimate trust values
according to various paths with nodes on layers. For simplicity in presentation,
we denote ukl the experience topic trust value of uk on ul . Observe that if topic
trust values of uk on ul and ul on uz are ukl and ulz , respectively, then trust
value ukz of uk on uz may not be higher than ulz and ukl . Now we proceed to
construct the class of functions for estimating topic trust via propagation as
follows.
Definition 3.9. Suppose that uk (k = 0, . . . , m + 1) is a sequence of nodes
connecting ui and uj with convention that ui = u0 and uj = um+1 . A function
trust
: [0, 1]m → [0, 1]
fpath

is called path trust function, or brieﬂy patrust, iﬀ it satisﬁes the property
trust
(ui1 , . . . , umj ) ≤ uk,k+1 for all k = 0, . . . , m
fpath
It is easy to prove that
Proposition 3.10. The following functions are patrust ones:
(i) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) =

x1 +···+xn
n

n
(ii) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = ln( x1 +···+x
)
n

(iii) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = min(x1 , . . . , xn )
(iv) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = Πni=1 xi
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Definition 3.11. Suppose that p(i, j) is a path with the length m connecting
ui and uj . Topic trust of ui on uj along the path is deﬁned by the following
formula
p(i,j)

trust
trusttopic (ui , uj ) = fpath
(ui1 , . . . , umj )

(3.6)

trust
(p) is a patrust funcwhere ukl are topic trust values uk relies on ul and fpath
tion.

In order to compute the overall topic trust from a set of paths Φ(i, j) connecting ui and uj , we might make use of the functions which are formalized in
the following deﬁnition.
Definition 3.12. A function f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is a reference topic trust one
iﬀ it belongs to the following ones:
(i) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = min(x1 , . . . , xn )
trust
(pl ), where pl is the shortest path among p1 , . . . , pn
(ii) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = fpath

(iii) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) =

x1 +···+xn
n

(iv) f(x1 , . . . , xn ) = Πni=1 xi
Based on paths connecting ui and uj , it is able to compute topic trust value
for this couple by means of the path trust functions. The trust value is then
called the topic trust based on reference or brieﬂy reference topic trust and
denoted trustref
topic (i, j, t). We have the following formal deﬁnition.
Definition 3.13. Suppose that Φ(i, j) to be the set of paths p(i, j) from ui to
uj . Then the reference topic trust of ui on uj of t is deﬁned by the following
formula:
p(i,j)

trustref
topic (i, j, t) = fp(i,j)∈Φ(i,j) (trusttopic (i, j, t))

(3.7)

p(i,j)

trust
(ui1 , . . . , umj ) is the topic trust of i on j
in which trusttopic (i, j, t) = fpath
along the path p(i, j).

Based on types of topic trust functions, it is able to construct an algorithm
Algorithm 1 for computing topic trust via propagation.

4

Similarity based Topic Trust

In the previous section, we have utilized the propagation property to estimate
topic trust values for nodes belonging to the corresponding hierarchy of the
source node. This section is devoted to considering a method of computing
trust values for ∞-friend, which is not of any level from a source node.
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Algorithm 1 Computing Reference Topic Trust of ui on uj of topic t via class
of functions
Input: The set of topics T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn} and the set of users
U = {u1 , u2 , ..., um}
Output: The trust of ui on uj of topic t, computeRefT opicT rustref
topic (i, j, t).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

utkl ← trustexp
topic (k, l, t) //Computing experience trust for nodes with (3.5)
P ← constructT axonomy(i) //constructing the set of Lki (k = 1, · · · , n)
Deﬁne the number s such that Lsi containing uj ∈ Lsi
for all t in T do
for all k = 1, · · · , s − 1 do
for all uk ∈ Lki do
p(k−1,k)
trustref
(k − 1, k, t)
topic (k − 1, k, t) ← fp(k−1,k)trusttopic
p(i,j)

trustref
topic (i, j, t) ← fp(i,j)∈Φ(i,j)(trusttopic (i, j, t))
end for
10:
end for
11: end for
ref
12: return trusttopic (i, j, t)
8:
9:

Definition 4.1. A function f : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a similar topic trust
function or simtrust one iﬀ it is monotone w.r.t. each variable.
We have the following statement.
Corollary 4.2. If f : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is an expeto function then f is also
simtrust one.
Definition 4.3. Given a source peer ui . Suppose Lpi (p = 1, . . . , ni ) is a p-level
of its hierarchy and uj is a ∞-friend. Then the similar topic trust of ui on uj
of topic t is deﬁned by the following formula:
ref
trust
p
trustsim
topic (ui , uj ) = Πv∈Li (fsim (trusttopic (ui , v, t), sim(v, uj )))

(4.1)

trust
in which fsim
(., .) is a simtrust function and Π is the usual multiplication
operator.

Based on types of similar topic trust functions, it is able to construct an
algorithm Algorithm 2 for computing topic trust based on similarity.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the computational model of topic trust based
on interaction and user’s interests. We described the hierarchical structure in
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Algorithm 2 Computing Similarity Topic Trust of ui on uj of topic t via class
of functions
Input: The set of topics T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn} and the set of users
U = {u1 , u2 , ..., um}
Output: The trust of ui on uj of topic t, computeSimT opicT rustref
topic (i, j, t).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

utkl ← trustexp
topic (k, l, t) //Computing experience trust for nodes with (3.5)
P ← constructT axonomy(i) //constructing the set of Lki (k = 1, · · · , ni )
for all t in T do
for all v ∈ Lpi (1 ≤ p ≤ ni ) do
r ← computeRefT opicT rustref
topic (ui , v, t)
s ← sim(v, uj )
trust
fv ← fsim
(r, s)
end for
f ← Πv∈Lpi (fv )
end for
return trustsim
topic (i, j, t)

levels of peers and constructed a similarity measure in vectors of user’s interests. Methods for estimating topic trust values by means of propagation and
similarity have been investigated. We also consider some classes of functions
for computation in such cases. There are some open questions for further research. The ﬁrst one is a comparison between topic trust values computed via
propagation and similarity with various levels. Second, if topic trust estimation
depends on selecting topic-trust functions and levels, restriction of computation
on what levels is acceptable. We are currently performing experimental evaluation and comparison with other models on computing trust in social network.
The research results will be presented in our future work.
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